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Collection Overview

Repository: Smithsonian Institution Archives, Washington, D.C., osiaref@si.edu
Creator: Smithsonian Productions
Title: Productions
Dates: 1997-1998
Quantity: 1 cu. ft. (1 record storage box)

Administrative Information

Preferred Citation
Smithsonian Institution Archives, Accession 06-242, Smithsonian Productions, Productions

Access Restriction
Special restrictions on use of these materials may apply. Viewing copies are not currently available, but can be made for a fee. Transferring office; 4/10/2002 memorandum, Peters to SIA; Contact reference staff for details.

Descriptive Entry

This accession consists of videotapes created during the production of the television program, "Melodies from Heaven," hosted and produced by Jacqueline Gales Webb. The program explored African American gospel radio in Washington, D.C. and aired on public television. Materials include original footage, submasters, final productions, and technical notes.

Names and Subject Terms

This collection is indexed in the online catalog of the Smithsonian Institution under the following terms:

Subjects:
African Americans
Gospel music
Melodies from Heaven (Television program)
Radio programs
Television programs
Types of Materials:
Manuscripts
Videotapes

Names:
Webb, Jacqueline Gales
Container Listing

Box 1

"Gospel DJs," Tape 1, Gospel Radio, 6/28/1997, Betacam SP

"Gospel DJs," Tape 1A/2, Gospel Radio, Pledge for Peace DJs, 6/28/1997, Betacam SP

"Gospel DJs," Tape 2/3, Gospel Radio, 6/28/1997, Betacam SP

"Gospel DJs," Tape 2A/4, Gospel Radio, 6/28/1997, Betacam SP

"Gospel DJs," Tape 3/5, Gospel Radio, 6/28/1997, Betacam SP

"Gospel DJs," Tape 6, Bible Way, 8/16/1997, Betacam SP

"Gospel DJs," Tape 7, Bible Way, 8/16/1997, Betacam SP

"Gospel DJs," Tape 8, Bible Way, 8/16/1997, Betacam SP

"Gospel DJs," Tape 9, Bible Way, 8/16/1997, Betacam SP

"Gospel DJs," Tape 10, Georgia Avenue Parade, Heaven 1580, Betacam SP

"Gospel DJs," Tape 11, Georgia Avenue Day, Heaven 1580, Gospel Stage, 8/23/1997, Betacam SP

"Gospel DJs," Tape 12, WWGB, Jerome Bell, 1/23/1998, Betacam SP

"Gospel DJs," Tape 13, Magic 102.3, Jeff Majors at Radio 1, Betacam SP

"Gospel DJs," Tape 14, WHUR Studios, 1/25/1990, Betacam SP

"Gospel DJs," Tape 15, WHMM-TV ISO, 12/11/1997, Betacam SP

"Gospel DJs," Tape 16, WHMM Shoot, Tape with Guest and Host, 12/11/1997, Betacam SP

"Gospel DJs," Tape 19, JGW Stand-ups, Betacam SP

"Gospel DJs," Tapes 20 and 22, JC Alexander/Spread a Little Sunshine, Betacam SP

"Gospel DJs," Tape 21, Sunny Jim Kelsey, Interview, 3/26/1998, Betacam SP

"Gospel DJs," Tape 101, Final Narration, Betacam SP

"Gospel DJs," Tape 102, Cal Hackett, Interview, Betacam SP

"Gospel DJs," Long Version, Avid Digital Cut, Betacam SP


"Gospel DJs," Submaster #2, Digital Betacam
"Gospel DJs," 4/14/1998, Betacam SP


Folder 1 Technical Notes